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SPA in a nutshell  

By Emmit A. Scott, Jr 

In this article, you’ll get a clear understanding of what exactly a 

single page application design is and what its benefits are. 

 

In an SPA, the entire application runs as a single web page. In this approach, the presentation 

layer for the entire application has been factored out of the server and is managed from within 

the browser. To get a better idea of what this looks like, let’s look at a couple of illustrations. 

First, let’s take a look at a web application that’s not an SPA. Figure 1 shows a large web 

application which uses a traditional server-side design.  

  

Figure 1 In a traditional web application, each new view (HTML page) is constructed on the server.   
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With the design in figure 1, each request for a new view (HTML page) results in a round 

trip to the server. When fresh data is needed on the client side, the request is sent to the 

server side. On the server side, the request is intercepted by a controller object inside the 

presentation layer. The controller then interacts with the model layer via the service layer, 

which determines which components are required to complete the model layer’s task. Once 

the data is fetched, either by a DAO (data access object) or a service agent, any necessary 

changes to the data are then made by the business logic in the business layer.   

Control is then passed back to the presentation layer, where the appropriate view is 

chosen. Presentation logic dictates how the freshly obtained data is represented in the 

selected view. Often the resulting view starts off as a source file with placeholders where data 

is to be inserted and possibly other rendering instructions. This file acts as a kind of template 

for how the view gets stamped whenever the controller routes a request to it.  

Once the data and view are merged, the view is returned back to the browser. The browser 

then receives the new HTML page and, via a UI refresh, the user sees the new view containing 

the requested data.  

Figure 2 demonstrates how this design would look as an SPA. Notice what has happened 

with the presentation layer and our transactions.  

  

Figure 2 In an SPA, the presentation layer moves to the client-side code and transactions never require a 
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browser refresh.   

Moving the process for creating and managing views into the UI decouples it from the 

server. From an architectural standpoint, this gives the SPA an interesting advantage. The UI 

is now agnostic of the type of technology used on the server. Conversely, the server is no 

longer aware of how the data it returns is presented (nor does it care).  Now, if either the UI 

or the server-side technology needs to be updated or replaced, it can be done without 

affecting the other.  

Also as you can see, the overall design with the SPA is nearly the same, minus some key 

changes. The key changes are: no full browser refreshes, the presentation logic resides in the 

client, and server transactions are data-only.  

NO BROWSER REFRESHES  

In an SPA, views are not complete HTML pages. They’re merely portions of the DOM which 

make up the viewable areas of the screen. After the initial page load, all of the tools required 

for creating and displaying views are downloaded and ready to use. If a new view is needed, it 

is generated locally in the browser and dynamically attached to the DOM via JavaScript. No 

browser refreshes are ever needed.  

PRESENTATION LOGIC IN THE CLIENT  

Because our presentation logic is client-side in an SPA, the task of combining HTML and data is 

moved from the server to the browser. Just like on the server side, there is source HTML with 

placeholders where data is to be inserted and possibly other rendering instructions. This is a 

client-side template, which we’ll detail in chapter 2. It’s used as a basis for stamping out new 

views in the client. It’s not template HTML for a complete page, though. It’s only for the 

portion of the page the view represents.  

The heavy lifting of routing to the correct view, combining data with the HTML template 

and managing a view’s lifecycle is typically delegated to a third-party JavaScript file commonly 

referred to as an MV* library/framework. We discuss templates and MV* libraries/frameworks 

in detail in chapter 2 of my book SPA Design and Architecture. [Save 39% on SPA Design and 

Architecture with code 15dzamia at manning.com.] 

SERVER TRANSACTIONS  

Most modern non-SPA web applications utilize AJAX methods to some degree in order to 

enhance the user experience. In an SPA, once the application is up and running, only the 

application’s data is sent and received for transactions. This is always done asynchronously via 

the XMLHttpRequest API (XHR). The preferred data exchange format is JSON. The only other 

server interactions that take place in an SPA are requests for new resources, such as images 

or additional source files.  
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Even if you’re already using a server-side design pattern like MVC to separate views, data, 

and logic, it’s relatively easy to reconfigure your MVC framework for use with SPAs. Therefore, 

frameworks such as ASP.NET MVC or Spring MVC can still be used, but requests and 

responses will be nothing more than a JSON text string, leaving it up to the client to decide 

how to present the data.  

 


